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Background

- NCODA consists of a network of collaborative oncology practices dedicated to oral chemotherapy treatment for cancer patients across the United States.
- In-office Dispensing performing as Medically Integrated Pharmacies (MIP) have been regarded as a high touchpoint care model that allows for effective oncology treatment management due to the environment fostering a close relationship between patient, provider and pharmacy staff.
- Cancer therapies continue to become more complex and resource dependent, requiring the oncologist and staff to take on a larger role in patient treatment. MIP services offer an additional level of support for an improved continuity of care within oncology practice.
- Factors such as convenience, patient interaction, and time differ greatly between MIP and specialty/mail-order pharmacy where the majority of oral oncology medicine is dispensed from a remote site.
- NCODA as an organization looks to demonstrate how effective in-office dispensing pharmacies can be with improved patient convenience and satisfaction.

Objective

- The purpose of the study was to determine overall feedback from patients of NCODA member practices across multiple service factors in order to showcase the satisfaction of patients from in-office dispensing facilities.

Methods

Data Collection:

- The data was collected from survey of participants receiving specialty non-mail order cancer drugs from participating pharmacies nationwide. From the target population of patients within NCODA member pharmacies, 1200+ responses were collected in total at this time.
- Survey answers that were excluded included illegible and unfinished survey responses.

Data analysis:

- Patient Satisfaction Surveys were tabulated and analyzed based on different satisfaction criteria such as Convenience, Time, Staff Interaction, and Overall.
- Data recorded was also coded for similar responses regarding financial assistance and reasons for patient preference for filling oncology medications.
- Other demographic factors analyzed included but were not limited to: distribution of gender, preference between pharmacy choices, level of overall satisfaction, and cost mitigation model for cancer patients.

Study Design

- The patient satisfaction survey for NCODA was designed by the Community Link program from the Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs of Syracuse University with multiple factors used to account for overall satisfaction, and pharmacy demographics.
- Upon visiting and receiving medications from the participating facilities, patients were asked to complete the survey.
- Data has been collected from NCODA affiliated pharmacy networks from 13 states across the country: NY, PA, MI, OH, IA, FL, UT, TX, WA, NE, AL, NC, AZ.
- Primary Outcome Measure – Determining overall patient satisfaction within in-office dispensing practices.

Discussion

- The results displayed include 4 different criteria based on 5 levels of satisfaction for convenience of receiving prescriptions, time involved to receive prescriptions, interaction between staff, and general satisfaction.
- Respondents given surveys attributed to greater than 90% full completion rate.
- Based on the sample size (45% male and 55% female), over 90% of patients had reported either satisfied or very satisfied among all 4 given criteria.
- Coding responses of patients as to the reason for using an in-office MIP service, approximately 80% had responses categorized as positive in line with their satisfaction ratings.
- Sample of positive responses: “Convenient and interaction with the pharmacist”, “Very easy to work with. Staff is friendly and go out of their way to help”.
- Dissatisfaction was attributed to individual patient experiences and do not seem to correlate to a systemic issue.

Conclusion

- Although specialty/mail-order pharmacy may have benefits in convenience of delivery, medically integrated pharmacy has a value of convenience as well. MIP convenience is valued through the close interaction with the health care provider utilizing knowledge within the office to create a collaborative group effort to managing patient therapies.
- In terms of pure satisfaction, MIP services rank high amongst patients looking for well managed and vigilant care with their provider and pharmacy staff.
- Future use and research of this information will be to look at the main differentiators of MIP vs. specialty/mail-order pharmacies and where that translates to overall satisfaction, with or without being linked to cost benefit.
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